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Included with the calibration and verification “base case” scenarios, is an example 
management scenario called “Convert Septic”. This scenario investigates the effects 
retiring several septic systems in the Verdi region and hooking these residences up to the 
centralized sewer system.  Simulation output for all scenarios has been provided so you 
may just view the output directly.  Or, the step-by-step instructions below can be 
followed to reproduce the output for each scenario.   Two additional examples which will 
not be covered in class are also included: Land Use Change / Water Augmentation and 
Stream Restoration / Livestock Management. 

Example 1. Septic System Conversion 
 
1. Create New Scenario: First re-select the base scenario 98to04_82406  to be the 

active scenario.  Under the Scenario menu, select Scenario Manager, and click on 
Copy. You will be asked if you want to copy the active scenario.  Click Yes, and 
provide a new scenario name (e.g. ConvSeptic).  Highlight the new scenario in the 
Project Scenarios column and use the Open button to open the new scenario.  The 
new scenario should now appear in the Open Scenarios column. You may want to 
close other open scenarios such as Base90to97_082406 and 85to90_082406. Click 
OK to close the Scenario Manager.  Make the new scenario active by selecting it 
from the list under the Scenario menu item.    

 
2. Remove Septic Systems:  From the Engineering Module, make sure WARMF is in 

input mode by selecting Mode / Input from the main menu.  Double click on one of 
the catchments listed in Table 1. To find a catchment on the map based on catchment 
ID number, select Edit / Find from the main menu.  Enter the ID number (e.g. 418) 
in the Find by ID Number cell and click OK. Then the map will show this catchment 
highlighted.  Double click on that catchment. Once a catchment is open, select the 
Septic System tab. Change the Population Served field from the existing value 
shown in column 2 of Table 1 to the new value listed in column 5  (Figure 1).  Click 
OK and repeat changes for each catchment in the table.  This change reduces the 
number of septic systems operating within that catchment area.  Select Scenario / 
Save to retain changes.\ 
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Table 1.  Septic System Conversion Plan   
Catchment Existing 

Population 
Served 

Tanks 
Converted 

Converted 
Population 

New 
“Population 

Served” 
418 1296 540 1296 0 
2274 1654 87 209 1445 
419 31 22 31 0 
2273 485 157 377 108 
420 250 118 250 0 
     
Total 3716 924 2163 1553 
Assumptions: 1 septic system serves 2.4 people (Systech Engineering 2002, WARMF Adaptation 
Report, p.3-16), Average flow from septic system is 378 L/cap/day, (Systech Engineering 2002, 
WARMF Adaptation Report, p.3-16) 
 

 
Figure 1.  Septic System input dialog for a catchment. 
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3. Updated TMWRF File:  Now that the septic systems have been removed, the 

domestic waste from these homes has to be added to the TMWRF discharge.  An 
updated point source file for TMWRF was prepared ahead of time.  First, find the 
stream segment where the TMWRF discharge is added.  It is a very short stream 
segment, near the confluence of Steamboat Creek and the Truckee River (Figure 
2).  The segment can be found using the Edit / Find feature for segment 67.  
Double click on this segment to open the input coefficients. You may need to 
zoom in the map using either the View / Zoom In feature from the main menu or 
the zoom “quick button” shaped like a magnifying glass located right under the 
main menu.  Once the magnifying glass is selected, you can “click and drag” to 
create a box-shaped area to zoom into.  Once you see the stream, double click to 
open it. The name of the segment should be “TMWRF Discharge” with a stream 
ID of 67.  Select the Point Sources tab.  The only point source in the list should 
be nv0020150.pts.  First add the new point source by clicking on Add and 
selecting TMWRFConvSeptic.pts from the list (Figure 3).  Once this shows up in 
the list, remove the original file (nv0020150.pts) by selecting it in the list and 
clicking Remove.  Click OK and select Scenario / Save to retain changes. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Zoom in of stream segment with TMWRF discharge, River 67. 

Stream segment 
with TMWRF 
Discharge, River 67 
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Figure 3.  River Point Source input dialog 

 

4. Run Simulation: In the Engineering module, select Scenario / Run.  Make sure 
the Generate Loading Data switch is on. Click OK to run the simulation with 
the existing settings for beginning date (10/1/1997), ending date (12/31/2004), 
etc.  Wait for the simulation to complete. When the simulation finishes, close the 
black dialog box using the “x” in the upper right corner or using File / Exit.   

5. View Loading Output: From the Consensus module, click on Loading (step 4) 
to see how the reduction of point sources affects the overall loading.  The point 
source loading is shown in magenta and the nonpoint loading is shown in green.  
Double click on the loading chart to obtain numerical values for the loading.   
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6. View Water Quality Output: Shift WARMF into output mode by using the 
Mode / Output menu item.  Double click on any river segment to view hydrology 
and water quality results.   

 

Example 2. Water Augmentation / Land Use Change 
This example demonstrates how reduced diversions to agricultural lands and a projected 
future land use condition will affect loading and instream water quality.    

1. Create New Scenario: Under the Scenario menu, select Scenario Manager, select 
98to04_82406, and click on Copy. You will be asked if you want to copy the active 
scenario.  Click Yes, and provide a new scenario name (e.g. BuyWaterLU).  
Highlight the new scenario in the Project Scenarios column and use the Open button 
to open the new scenario.  The new scenario should now appear in the Open 
Scenarios column. Click OK to close the Scenario Manager.  Make the new scenario 
active by selecting it from the list under the Scenario menu item. 

2. Reduce Diversions: Under the Module menu, select Consensus. Go to step 5.  Click 
the pull down arrow for Edit box and select Diversions. Push Edit button to display 
global reduction factors for various diversions. Reduce the diversion amount by 
changing the weighting factor from 1.0 to the level specified in Table 2 for each 
diversion. See Figure 4. Click OK and select Scenario / Save to retain changes. 

 

Table 2. Reduced Diversions for Example 2. 

Diversion % of Historic Diversion WARMF Multiplier 

Orr 8% 0.08 

Last Chance 15% 0.15 

Lake 15% 0.15 

Steamboat 10% 0.10 
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Figure 4. Diversion reduction factors for Example 2. 

 

3. Import Future Land Use: Switch back to the Engineering module.  Select File / 
Import / Land Use from the main menu.  Select the ArcView shape file, 
2020lu_dd.shp from the Truckee directory and click Open.  Choose the field which 
represents the land use code for each polygon in the shapefile (GRIDCODE).  Press 
OK, and another dialog box will appear (Figure 5). Match the GIS land use codes 
(Code) with the watershed’s land use IDs.  The watershed's land uses are listed on the 
right.  The land use codes found in the shapefile are shown in the row headers of the 
spreadsheet.  Within the spreadsheet, enter the number of the land use on the right 
corresponding to each land use code.  Table 3 shows how the table should look for 
this example.  When OK is pressed, the polygons in the shapefile will be overlayed 
with the catchments in the watershed.  This step may take a few minutes and will be 
complete when the “hourglass” disappears and the GUI is once again active. Click on 
Scenario / Save to retain changes. 
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Figure 5.  Dialog for matching GIS land use codes with WARMF land use IDs. 

 

Table 3. GIS land use codes compared with WARMF land use codes 

Land Use GIS Code WARMF  
Land Use

Water  0 0 

Deciduous Forest 1 1 

Coniferous Forest 2 2 

Shrub / Scrub 3 3 

Pasture 4 5 

Grassland 5 4 

Marsh 6 7 

Barren 7 8 

Low Dens. Residential 8 9 

High Dens. Residential 9 10 

Commerical / Industrial 10 11 

Golf Course / Farm 11 6 
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4. Run Simulation: In the Engineering module, select Scenario / Run.  Make sure the 
Generate Loading Data switch is on. Click OK to run the simulation with the 
existing settings for beginning date, ending date, etc.  Wait for the simulation to 
complete. When the simulation finishes, close the black dialog box using the “x” in 
the upper right corner or using File / Exit.   

5. From the Consensus module, click on Loading (step 4) to see how the reduction of 
point sources affects the overall loading.  The point source loading is shown in 
magenta and the nonpoint loading is shown in green. Double click on the loading 
chart to obtain numerical values for the loading.   

6. Shift WARMF into output mode by using the Mode / Output menu item.  Double 
click on any river segment to view hydrology and water quality results.   

 

Example 3. Stream Restoration / Livestock Management 
This scenario investigates the effects of stream restoration sediment and nutrient loading 
in the Steamboat Creek region. 
  
1. Create New Scenario: First re-select 98to04_82406  to be the active scenario.  Under 

the Scenario menu, select Scenario Manager, and click on Copy. You will be asked 
if you want to copy the active scenario.  Click Yes, and provide a new scenario name 
(e.g. StRest).  Highlight the new scenario in the Project Scenarios column and use the 
Open button to open the new scenario.  The new scenario should now appear in the 
Open Scenarios column. You may want to close other open scenarios. Click OK to 
close the Scenario Manager.  Make the new scenario active by selecting it from the 
list under the Scenario menu item.   
 

2. Add BMPs: From the Engineering Module, make sure WARMF is in input model by 
selecting Mode / Input from the main menu.  While holding down the shift key and 
doing single clicks, select multiple catchments in the Steamboat Creek area (Figure 
6).  Double click on one of the catchments that is selected and select the BMPs tab 
(Figure 7).  Under Livestock Exclusion, change the % loading to stream for Pasture 
from the current value to 0. This change represents a fencing of all livestock in 
pasture areas away from the streams. Under Buffer Zone, change the Percent Buffered 
from the current value to 100. This change represents increased buffering along all 
stream segments. Select the Apply Changes to Selected box in the lower right corner 
to set these coefficients for the pre-selected catchments in the Steamboat Creek 
region.  Click OK and select Scenario / Save to retain changes. 
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Figure 6.  Selection of multiple catchments in the Steamboat Creek region. 
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Figure 7.  BMP input dialog 
 
3. Reduce Bank Erosion: As was done while selecting multiple catchments, hold down 

the shift key and single click on several rivers in the Steamboat Creek region to select 
them as a group. They will turn yellow once they are selected (Figure 8). It is a little 
more difficult to select rivers.  You may want to zoom into the region to make it 
easier.  Double click on one of the rivers that is selected and select the Sediment tab 
(Figure 9).  Change both the Vegetation Factor and Bank Stability Factor from the 
current value to 0.  This change represents and increase in bank stability do to re-
grading, vegetation, restricting animal access, etc. Select the Apply Changes to 
Selected box in the lower right corner to set these coefficients for the pre-selected 
rivers in the Steamboat Creek region.  Click OK and select Scenario / Save to retain 
changes. 
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Figure 8.  Selection of multiple rivers in Steamboat Creek region. 
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Figure 9.  River sediment input dialog 

4. Run Simulation: In the Engineering module, select Scenario / Run.  Make sure the 
Generate Loading Data switch is on. Click OK to run the simulation with the 
existing settings for beginning date, ending date, etc.  Wait for the simulation to 
complete. When the simulation finishes, close the black dialog box using the “x” in 
the upper right corner or using File / Exit.   

5. View Loading Output: From the Consensus module, click on Loading (step 4) to 
see how the reduction of point sources affects the overall loading.  The point source 
loading is shown in magenta and the nonpoint loading is shown in green.  Double 
click on the loading chart to obtain numerical values for the loading.   


